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IN
QUIET

KENTMERE
By G. and M. Berry

Kentmere village, where the tarred
road finishes, lies a short distance down
the "Trdutbeck" road. It is a scattered
place of a few farmhouses and isolated
dwellings, there is no shop and no inn,
and the sturdy church standing on a
little knoll has an atmosphere of being

the final- outpost before the mountains take possession.
To the west the line of the Garbourn Pass mounts to

the skyline. Atits foot is a farmhouse built beside a mas-
sive ruined square tower, so ancient and mildewed that it
looks part of the fellside. This is the pele-tower of Kent- .
mere Hall, built in the fourteenth century to protect the
inhabitants of the valley and their cattle from the Scots.

'The head of the Kentmere valley with spring snow on the higher mountains. Rains-
barrow Crag and III Bell and the ridge between Kentmere and Troutbeck are on the left.

THERE is a famous poem about the Lake District,
telling of daffodils-and of solitude. There are many
motorists who go in search of these things, and find

, instead a crowded lake front at Bowness-on- Windermere,
'a full car park, and busy cafes at teatime. Yet, even in
these days, there is solitude in the Lake District, for one of
the loneliest as well as the loveliest of its valleys,
Kentrnere, lies just off the main Kendal-Windermere
road. '

Staveley, four miles north-west of Kendal, is not the
prettiest ofWestmorland villages, but it is the gateway to
the six miles of beautiful and interesting valley of the
River Kent, ending in as impressive a group of moun-
tains as any in Lakeland.

At the end of the village street the River Kent is -,
reached. The world of hooting traffic and filling stations
is behind, and the little Kentmere road goes on its ";'ay in
a peace made more complete by the rushing river waters
as they tumble over the weir-above the millrace. Staveley
is on the boundary of the Lake District National Park,
and Kentmere stretches away within its confines and
provides as splendid scenery as any to be found in what
is surely one of the prettiest and most compact National
Parks in the world.

The road runs closely to, the tree-fringed river until,'
just after a little waterfall, it crosses at Scroggs Bridge,
and makes its way up the narrowing valley. The road
and the river are never far from each other: Along the
banks of the river the wild daffodils grow profusely and,
beyond, - the steep fellside rises to the snow-crested
springtime mountains.

Pastoral Island
At the next turn of the twisting road the valley changes

its character. It widens out into a flat grassy plain, into
an extensive sweep of green meadow unlike any other
Lakeland valley, for the 'mere' or lake that gave it its
name has disappeared, and in its place there is this stretch
of pasture. The lake was drained over fifty years ago so
that the diatomite clay which formed' its bed could be
worked. This asbestos-like material is still being made in
buildings which hide in the woodland. '

At the road junction a little farther on, the signpost
says, optimistically, "Troutbeck" to the left, "Long-
sleddale" to the right. They are, admittedly, very- fine
ways, but not for the motorist. The Troutbeck route is
by the Garboum Pass, a steep and stony track eminently
suitable for the motorcycle trials that sometimes take
place over it. The way to Longsleddale, too, is no more
than a rough fell track.. '

Lofty High Street
It was from Kentrnere Hall, also in the fourteenth cen-

tury, that Richard Gilpin. killed what was reputed to be
the last wild boar in England. The animal had chosen
this final refuge well, for these mountains still shelter some
of the rarer mammals and birds left in England: There
are badgers and foxes in the rocky crevices of the fell-
sides, and otters in the valley, bottom, The foxes are
hunted on foot, and a strenuous business 'it is following
the hounds over the high ridges that lead up to what is,
without question, the wildest and windiest High Street
in the world. For over the mountains beyond the valley
head ran a Roman road. It climbs out of the Troutbeck
valley; its gl1e on the steep hillside can still be seen, per-
haps better seen, from a long way off. It runs along the
ridge of the mountain for more than five miles at a height
of over two thousand feet and has given the mountain the
name of High Street.

For those who are prepared to abandon their cars for
some hours and go in the footsteps of the hunt, there is a
splendid horse-shoe ridge from Kentmere, The Garbourn
Pass rises to fifteen hundred feet and from the summit the
rough grassy shoulder goes gently up to the peaks above
Rainsbarrow Crag. The ridge northwards overlll Belt
and Froswick is narrow enough to give views simultane-
ously into the deep valleys of Kentmere and Troutbeck
on either-side. Away to the west stretch the central Lake-
land mountains. The head of the Kentmere valley is
rounded above Gavel Crag, Bleathwaite Crag and then
comes the descent to the Nan Bield Pass.

The Nan Bield Pass (two thousand feet):a rocky defile,
is the way of an ancient track which joins Kentmere with
Mardale. Kentmere here is stem with precipitous crags,
but away southwards it is green, dappled 'in the sunshine,
and smiling. Northwards there is, among its attendant
mountains, the great blue expanse of Haweswater, which
has, from this viewpoint, a wild untamed beauty.

Man, that interfering animal, drained Kentmere and
flooded Haweswater to suit his purpose. Yet at the top of
Kentmere on a spring afternoon, it is difficult to realize
that man has ever touched this landscape.

Here, indeed, is solitude,


